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Introduction. The principal examples of rings with a weak algo
rithm in [3] are tensor rings on 2£-bimodules, K a division ring. By 
introducing two maps S: K-+Kni D: K—>Vn(K) which satisfy the 
Ore-like conditions: (ap)8=a8(38, (aP)D=aDp8+aPD, all a, 0 in K, 
various rings with the weak algorithm are obtained from tensor rings. 
Here, n = | X\, X a right X-basis of the given 2£-bimodule N. A sepa
ration of this class into families is easily observed. To deal with arbi
trary rings with a weak algorithm, in §2 a class of rings extending the 
class of tensor rings is defined. As for tensor rings, other rings with 
the weak algorithm (all of them, in fact) are obtained from these rings 
and separated into families. I t is shown then that each ring in the 
class extending the class of tensor rings is embeddable in a division 
ring and this raises a central question: Can the embedding theorem 
be generalized so as to apply to the associated classes? 

Throughout, ring shall mean associative ring with 1, K shall denote 
a division ring, X a generating set for the ring and xi the monomial 
x%x • • • Xin where 7 = (ii, • • • , in). Although the proofs are carried out 
using right polynomials, right X-modules, etc., the results in [3] 
insure that there is a left-right symmetry. 

1. Families associated with tensor rings. Let J? be a ring with the 
weak algorithm, let K be the underlying division ring and let 
X= ix\: X£A} be an ^-independent generating set of R. We set 
N— { ^X\a\: X\E:X} and for the moment restrict ourselves to rings 
for which M=N+K is a i£-bimodule. Our first result is 

THEOREM 1.1 Let R be a ring with a weak algorithm f or which M is 
a K-bimodule. The structure of M, and hence of R, is completely deter
mined by two maps S: K—>Kni D: K-^>Vn(K), n=\z\, Z a right K-
basis of N, which satisfy (ap)8=a8(3s, (ap)D=aDP8+al3D, K~K8. 
Moreover, any such S, D yield a ring with the weak algorithm. 

As each element of R has a unique expression 

(1) ^2 xiai (a-a- «J = 0, / over all ordered finite subsets of A) 

as a right polynomial on X, the structure of M determines that of R. 
Next order X: {xi, #2, • • • } and for each xi set 
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Pxi = E i *A'f + 0*, (ft &<, 0d< G K). 

The associativities a(fixi) = (afyxi yield that a—>a5 = (ayf), a—>aD 

= (adl, • • • ) satisfy the above conditions. Given such S and D the 
construction of i£ is immediate, the weak algorithm holding essen
tially because of the unique form (1). 

The notation (| X\, K, S, D) shall be used for a ring for which M is 
a i£-bimodule. Observe the 

LEMMA 1.2. ( | X | , K, S, D) is a tensor ring if and only if D = 0. 

A separation of this class into families is now obtained. 

THEOREM 1.3. If C denotes the class of all rings with the weak algo
rithm for which M is a K-bimodule then C consists of nonoverlapping 
families (\x\, K, 5, Da: aÇzA), each containing exactly one tensor ring. 

2. The general case. The requirement that M be a i£-bimodule 
need not hold in general [3], [l , p. 37]. If we replace N by the K-
bimodule generated by X: N= {^a\X\l3\: a\, fi\(EK, X£A} and 
again let M = N+K, F be a right X-basis of M it is clear that as 
above maps S: K—*Kn, D: K—*Vn(K) are defined where n=\ Y\. 
The analogue of Theorem 1.1 is 

THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a ring with a weak algorithm with M the 
underlying K-bimodule. The structure of M, and hence of R, is com
pletely determined by two maps S: K-*Kn, D: K-*Vn(K) which satisfy 
(ap)s=asPs, (aP)D=aDl3s+al3D, K~KS, where n=\ Y\, Y a right 
K-basis of M. Moreover', any such Y, 5, D determines a ring with the 
weak algorithm. 

As Lemma 1.2 may suggest, it is possible to substitute the condi
tion D = 0 in place of requiring that our ring be a tensor ring. This 
yields the following 

THEOREM 2.2. Let C denote the class of rings with the weak algorithm. 
C consists of nonoverlapping families (F , K, 5, Da: aÇîA), each con
taining exactly one ring for which Da = 0. 

Here of course | Y\ need not equal | X\ + 1 ; it does so, in fact, pre
cisely when Da = 0 yields a tensor ring. 

3. The embedding theorem. By using Cohn's embedding theorem 
[2] we establish that the rings (F , K, 5, 0) may be embedded in a 
division ring. In the theorem below we assume there is an XoÇzX for 
which axo = Xoa for all a in K. This is no restriction for our ring R is 
a subring of such a ring. The proof is even easier if it is assumed that 
there are two such elements in X. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a ring with the weak algorithm for which 
D = 0. Then R is embeddable in a division ring. 

Take | x | > 1 , give R the filtration 

Rn = { E ( * r - * j ) a : | / | = | / | ^ n) 

and define v by v(0) = oo, v(a) = min {n: a(£Rn+i}, a^O. v is a valua
tion except that v(ab) = v(a)+v(b) is insured only for aÇiRi- Thus 
the embedding is done with Ri and R is recovered via x\ = (x\Xi —X\Xj) 
- (xi—Xj)~l. I t is required to show that fa,b(x> y) = v(ax — by) — v(ax) is 
unbounded above for a, è ^ 0 £ i ? i . A key observation is that it is 
sufficient to establish this only for x, yÇzR. 

Induction on 1(a) = number of terms in the unique form (1) for a is 
used. If 1(a) < 2 , a = 0 and if 1(a) = 2 an easy induction on 1(b) yields 
the result. Now let 1(a) =k>2. Write a — ai+a0l l(a0)=2 and select 
x, y such that 

a\% — bv = ax — by — a$x G Rt, t = v(by) + n. 

For some gÇzK[x0]C.R, a^x—g^Rt so ax— by —gÇzRt. We easily 
show that for some uy WïéOÇ^R, gu — awÇzRt using the same steps 
as for a, b with gi replacing g and then the common right multiple 
property of ÜT[^0]. Hence 

(ax — by — g)w + gu — aw = a(xu — w) — byu G Rt> 

An appropriate choice of w establishes the theorem. 
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